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Economical, lightweight and functional, the
CrabEscal service stairway is the ideal tem-
porary service for your sites.
It adapts to all types of scaffolding in the
Crab range and can also be used in free-
standing, fixed or suspended structures.
Use it to provide access to your work sites:
- building,
- construction and public works,
- industry (maintenance and unit shutdowns),
- shipbuilding,
- etc.

Entrepose Échafaudages can offer you a new
type of public stairway based upon Crab
technology.
It provides safe temporary access:  
- for projects in areas to which the public has 

access (railway stations, underground 
stations, airports, highways, etc.)

- to enable the public to access different 
kinds of special event (shows, theatrical and 
sporting events, and so on).

3

For all your access requirements, use stairways

based upon Crab technology

You need access for the public

You need access for your sites
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product advantages
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CRABESCAL SITE STAIRWAYS

The CrabEscal site stairway is designed to use 
standard MultiCrab scaffolding components and is
extremely flexible in use.
CrabEscal can be incorporated in the scaffolding or
built in a separate tower.
CrabEscal can be assembled from the ground or 
suspended.

These can be built in a number of different ways: continuous, alter-
nating or with a return landing between flights. Protection on the
exposed side is provided by 2 or 3 diagonal braces, serving as 
handrails.

All frontal and side exits are possible.

the flights

Side exits

Platform stairway
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ENTREPOSE
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ENTREPOSE ENTREPOSE

ENTREPOSE

ENTREPOSE

Continuous flights
Exit every 2 m.

frontal exit

Side exit

Alternative flights
Right/ left exit every 4 m.

Return landing between flights
Exit on the same side every 2 m.
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CrabEscal can be used:

• In independent towers with 4 or 6 legs with brackets.
The return landings are on brackets (width 0.70 or 1.00 metres), ground 
area needed: 2 m x 2.50 m.

• In independent towers with 8 or 10 legs, including return landings, 
ground space requirement:
2 m x 3.90 m with 0.70 m landings
2 m x 4.50 m with 1.00 m landings.

The CrabEscal is integrated into a MultiCrab scaffolding
cell 0.70 or 1.00 m in width.

CrabEscal incorporated 
in the scaffolding

CrabEscal in 
independent towers
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4 legs 6 legs 8 legs 10 legs

Integration in structure 1.00 m wide. Integration in structure 0.70 m wide.

The list of CrabEscal components for different tower types and heights 
can be seen on our Internet site



Standard

MultiCrab components

Consists of a 48 mm diameter tube on which four
stirrups are welded at 90° every 0.50 metres.
One end forms a sleeve to centre the standards
and prevent them from separating. They can be
pinned together.

Item Height Weight
code in metres in kg

250100-5 Basic standard 2.530
250101-3 1.00 4.520
250102-1 2.00 8.770
250103-9 3.00 12.660
251101-2 1.00 without sleeve 3.840
390009-9 0.40 sleeve alone 1.100
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Stringer
Structural components

Step

CRABESCAL SITE STAIRWAYS

Sliding foot 
on Crab stairway

components

C-profile section, with slots to attach the steps. It is
fitted with catches, and locks at each end into the
lateral openings of the Crab stirrups.

Item Height Position Weight
code in steps in kg

250002-3 2,00 x 2,50 right 13.200
250032-0 2,00 x 2,50 left 13.200
Ground stringers
250012-2 2 steps right 2.640
250013-0 3 steps right 3.960
250014-8 4 steps right 5.280
250015-5 5 steps right 6.600
250016-3 6 steps right 7.920
250017-1 7 steps right 9.240
250018-9 8 steps right 10.560
250019-7 9 steps right 11.880
250022-1 2 steps left 2.640
250023-9 3 steps left 3.960
250024-7 4 steps left 5.280
250025-4 5 steps left 6.600
250026-2 6 steps left 7.920
250027-0 7 steps left 9.240
250028-8 8 steps left 10.560
250029-6 9 steps left 11.880

Available in two widths: 0.70 and 1.00 metres, in
special steel section, drilled and non-slip. It auto-
matically locks on the stringers and requires no
bolts or spanners.

Item Width Weight
code in metres in kg

250005-6 0.70 4.600
250003-1 1.00 6.200

When fitted on a horizontal member, this compo-
nent is used to secure “entry” or “exit” stringers for
constructing staircase towers.

Item Weight
code in kg

250001-5 single foot 1.650
250010-6 double foot 1.900

Diagonal brace /
handrail

Made from 38 mm diameter tube with a locking
bolt at each end. It is used to vertically brace the
structures; when duplicated it allows large working
areas on brackets. It is defined by the height and
length of the cell it is bracing.

Item Height Width Length Weight
code in m in m in m in kg

250520-4 0.50 2.00 1.97 5.200
251007-1 1.00 0.70 1.17 3.070
251010-5 1.00 1.00 1.35 3.800
251015-4 1.00 1.50 1.72 4.350
251020-4 1.00 2.00 2.15 5.665
251025-3 1.00 2.50 2.60 5.780
251507-0 1.50 0.70 1.62 4.170
251510-4 1.50 1.00 1.75 4.400
251515-3 1.50 1.50 2.06 5.500
251520-3 1.50 2.00 2.42 6.349
252007-0 2.00 0.70 2.09 4.800
252010-4 2.00 1.00 2.19 5.000
252015-3 2.00 1.50 2.45 5.440
252018-7 2.00 1.80 2.64 5.800
252020-3 2.00 2.00 2.76 7.200
252025-2 2.00 2.50 3.13 7.260
252030-2 2.00 3.00 3.53 9.200

Post
single foot

double foot

Equipped with a wedge-coupler, it is used at the
end of a bracket, as a guard- rail post, or onto the
horizontal members, in order to cut the span of
storage or circulation areas.

Item Height Weight
code in metres in kg

250111-2 1.00 5.510
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MultiCrab components
Horizontal member

Galvanized socket
base

Adjustable base plate

Bracket

Made of 48 mm diameter tube, it has a wedge-
clamp at each end.

Item Length Weight
code in metres in kg

250203-7 0.35 1.150
250205-2 0.50 1.700
250207-8 0.70 2.340
250210-2 1.00 3.280
250215-1 1.50 4.630
250220-1 2.00 6.000
250225-0 2.50 7.500
250230-0 3.00 8.900

Distributes the loads transmitted by the standards
to the ground.

Item Weight
code in kg

190849-0 0.870

Used for widening access or working areas at any
desired level. Fitted with a wedge- c lamp at one
end, it is fitted on the stirrups of the standards or
on separate stirrups.

Item Height Weight
code in metres in kg

257003-6 0.30 1.620
250705-1 0.50 4.011
250707-7 0.70 4.500
257010-1 1.00 6.900
251703-5 adjustable 2.610
251707-6 sliding foot 6.500

All aluminium, with integrated landings. Can be
erected in continuous, interrupted or alternating
flights.

Item Length Weight
code in m in kg

093200-4 stairway 2.50 x2.00 31.000

Guardrail
Item Length Weight
code in m in kg
093550-2 handrail 8.600
093030-5 0.36 landing guardrail 3.200
093500-7 landing guardrail 3.300

Panacier
Platforms

Made of drilled galvanized steel plate.  Secured by
4 U-hooks with a locking and anti - lift system.

Item Width Length Weight
code in m in m in kg

107021-8 0.20 0.70 5.800
110021-3 0.20 1.00 6.730
115021-8 0.20 1.50 9.230
120021-1 0.20 2.00 11.620
125021-6 0.20 2.50 14.200
130021-9 0.20 3.00 16.740
107031-7 0.30 0.70 5.000
110031-2 0.30 1.00 7.100
115031-7 0.30 1.50 10.235
120031-0 0.30 2.00 13.580
125031-5 0.30 2.50 16.700
130031-8 0.30 3.00 19.900
115041-6 0.40 1.50 14.620
120041-9 0.40 2.00 19.500
130041-7 0.40 3.00 28.500

Used to compensate for uneven ground.

Item Weight
code in kg

198849-2 Removable plate 3.188
704022-3 Fixed plate 3.188
199949-9 inclinable 4.800

60°

Steel toeboard Omega section
150 mm in height in accordance with the regula-
tions, it simply fits into the standard stirrups.

Item Length Weight
code in metres in kg

257070-3 0.70 1.300
257100-8 1.00 1.740
257225-3 2.50 4.400

Platform stairway
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CRABESCAL PUBLIC STAIRWAYS
product advantages

The CrabEscal public stairway, designed to use standard com-
ponents of MultiCrab and CrabÉtai scaffolding, offers all
appropriate convenience and safety for the public.

System built of galvanized steel capable of bearing a load of 3500 kg 
per leg.
The payload on the steps and landings is 600 kg/m2. As an option the
landings can be fitted with decking in plywood 18 mm in thickness to fire-
resistant category M4 – or 15 mm to fire - resistant category M2.
The fronts of the steps are non-slip in accordance with article CO-51 of
the safety regulations.

The Crab public stairways comply with French standards for establish-
ments to which the public has access, notably the standards NF P01 012
and NF P01 013.

robust design

compliance with safety
standards

erection Wide range of possible configurations.

Alternative flights Return landing between flightsContinuous flights

Frontal exits Lateral exits
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2-way stairways.

Single walkway on MultiCrab structure.

Typical wide-span walkways resting on aluminium beams.

Temporary emergency stair-
ways for establishments to
which the public has access.
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CRABESCAL PUBLIC STAIRWAYS

This is secured to the risers for erecting stairways
with separate adjoining flights.

Item Weight
code in kg

254000-3 0.870

Stringer

Ground stringer

Step

Riser

Stringer plate

Guardrail

components

This C-shaped section is slotted for fitting the steps
and has a double support at each end; lightweight
and short, it is easily transportable, and deter-
mines the gradient in a cell measuring 1.00 metres
– 1.50 metres.

Item Position Weight
code in kg

254001-1 right 10.000
254002-9 left 10.000

Used for the first part of the stairway from the
ground to the first horizontal members; it is secu-
red to the ground guardrail. To make special fit-
tings unnecessary, ground stringers with three,
four or five steps are available.

Item Height Position Weight
code in steps in kg

254003-7 2 steps right 5.110
254008-6 3 steps right 6.870
25010-2 4 steps right 8.440
254012-8 5 steps right 10.000
254004-5 2 steps left 5.110
254009-4 3 steps left 6.870
254011-0 4 steps left 8.440
254013-6 5 steps left 10.000

Secured to the standards in the CrabÉtai structure
by safety wedges, the tubular guardrail gives an
attractive design, and the C-section handrail is
smooth. It is modular with the stringers for the
upper rail and with the landings for the horizontal
parts.

Ground guardrail
Item Height Position Weight
code in steps in kg

255320-4 2 steps right 7.450
255340-2 3 steps right 12.660
255350-1 4 steps right 14.500
255360-0 5 steps right 16.500
255370-9 6 steps right 18.500
255330-3 2 steps left 7.450
255345-1 3 steps left 12.660
255355-0 4 steps left 14.500
255365-9 5 steps left 16.500
255375-8 6 steps left 18.500

Sloping guardrail
255220-6 - right 13.130
255230-5 - left 13.130

Special section made of steel with a non-slip top
surface. It automatically locks on the stringers and
is secured by safety bolts ( supplied with bolts ).

Item Width Weight
code in metres in kg

254100-1 1.00 8.750
254150-6 1.50 12.000
254200-9 2.00 18.020

The straight guardrail prevents any lifting of plat-
forms by immobilizing the bearing hooks.

Item Width Weight
code in metres in kg

255100-0 1.00 9.750
255150-5 1.50 13.000
255200-8 2.00 16.760

Made of folded steel plate, the riser is bolted to the
steps. The re-entrant shape allows a better position
for the feet.

Item Width Weight
code in metres in kg

254102-7 1.00 1.600
254152-2 1.50 2.540
254202-5 2.00 3.500

Structural components
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CrabÉtai components
Standard Consists of a 57 mm diameter tube on which four

stirrups are welded at 90° every 0.50 metres. One
end forms a sleeve for centring the standards and
preventing them from coming apart. They can be
pinned together.

Item Length Weight
code in metres in kg

270100-1 Basic standard 3.320
270101-9 1.00 5.560
270105-0 1.50 7.500
270102-7 2.00 10.590
270103-5 3.00 13.600
270135-7 3.50 18.000

Base plate Distributes the loads transmitted by the standards
to the ground.

Item Weight
code in kg

270010-2 2.350

Adjustable base plate Compensates for uneven ground.

Item Weight
code in kg

198849-2 3.188
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CRABESCAL STAIRWAYS

SERVICE
STAIRWAYS

Service stairways
Quick to erect in complete safety
and great convenience.

Stairway towers
Access for construction

projects

Suspended stairways
To provide access where
ground supports are not

available.

Access for very high structure
Penang bridge.

some typical projects

Building access stairways
Access tower on service scaffolding.

Public works access stairways
The compatibility of Crab equipment means that stairways can be

connected to shoring towers without using tubes and fittings.
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PUBLIC
STAIRWAYS

Temporary public access 
at special events and where work

is going on in public areas.

Temporary access to worksite.

Ceremonial stairways
for busy public access.

Special events:
access to temporary stage.
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CRABESCAL STAIRWAYS

Overall stability and triangulation
Crab public stairways must be supported and braced so as to withstand the working loads to which they are exposed
as well as the force of the wind. Downward loadings on the standards will be checked on each installation in order to
take into account the effect of the height and working loads on the legs.

Supports
The ground strength will be checked and load distribution systems, where necessary, will be firmly secured. The 
materials used for supports will be checked. In the case of stairway towers built on a slab, this will need full attention,
more particulary with regards to its under shoring structure.

Anchor points
These will be firmly secured or anchored to the main structure or to any other point of adequate strength. 
The materials used in the supports will also be checked.  
Service stairways: where these are included in façade scaffolding, additional anchoring at each level is compulsory.
Please see the technical instructions for the location of anchor points.

Public stairways: testing
Crab public stairways have been tested under static and dynamic loads, as well as under loads varying at different fre-
quencies (additional clauses in the standards directives), tests carried out at the C.E.B.T.P. and registered under 
N° 2343.6.838 as regards compliance with current French standards.
Please contact our engineers if you require any additional information.

recommendations

transport and storage

Container

Rack

equipment takes up little space 
in storage and transport

Item Height Width Length Weight
code in m in m in m in kg
280001-9 1.20 1.03 1.33 45.000
000001-8 1.20 0.98 1.15 50.000

Item Height Width Length Weight
code in m in m in m in kg
000002-6 0.65 1.08 1.08 87.000



@Log on to the site
www.entrepose-echafaudages.fr

You will find:
- Further information on your 

product,
- the complete range of Entrepose

Échafaudages equipment.
You can order on line.

http://www.entrepose-echafaudages.fr/

